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SUMMARY v· u + J X B = 0, (emu) (1)
Calculations are presented which are suitable for
estimating mechanical and thermal stresses in
superconducting dipoles being built at Fermilab. l
For the geometrical structure chosen the calcu-
lations are analytically exact. However, the struc-
ture only approximates the physical structure of the
Doubler dipole2 and the beam-line dipoles. 3 The
stresses calculated include those resulting from
prestrain, cooldown, and magnetic-field excitation.
Earlier calculations on the same structural com-
posite assumed media possessing isotropic sym-
metry. 4 The present calculation utilizes elastic con-
stants possessing locally orthotropic symmetry
(reflection symmetry about three orthogonal
planes).5 This permits in particular a more realistic
representation of the subdivision of superconductor
into cables. A solution to the elastic equilibrium
equations has been found utilizing these elastic
constants in a composite consisting of three nested
hollow cylinders, an innermost cylinder to represent
the bore tube region, a middle cylinder to model the
region of superconductor, and an outermost region
to provide structural support for resisting magnetic
forces. These three regions are shown in Fig. 1 in
relation to a warm iron shield. In keeping with the
orthotropic symmetry used to characterize the elas-
tic constants, three thermal strain constants are used
in each region, one for each principal axis of sym-
metry.6 Under zero stress a distribution of current is
chosen to give a pure dipole field. Subsequent effects
of prestrain, cooldown, and excitation on the stress
distribution are found. Numerical results are pre-
sented for the Doubler. I
EQUILIBRIUM
The condition for static equilibrium in an elastic
body subjected to Lorentz forces is
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where u is the elastic stress tensor, J is the current
density and B the magnetic induction.
COORDINATES AND LONG BODY
APPROXIMATION
Since most dipole magnets are long compared to
their transverse dimensions a complicated three
dimensional calculation may be avoided. The end
effects on the body can be handled in an integral
manner through use of the virial theorem. 7 In elas-
ticity language this is designated as a generalized
plane strain8 approximation. As for the coordinates
to be used it seems most appropriate to use cylin-
drical coordinates. Hence if u is the elastic dis-
placement vector associated with each point in the
body and generalized plane strain is invoked the
functional dependence is limited to:
ulr,()) u(lr,()) U z = ZEzz . (Ezz = constant)(2)
RELATION OF STRESS TO STRAIN
Since the ends are far removed from the region of
interest the shear stresses Urz and UOz may be
neglected. Consequently two of the nine elastic
constants representing orthotropic symmetry are
not needed. Thus5
Urr = CII(Err-kl) + C I2(Eoo-k 2) + CI3(Ezz-k3)
Uoo = CI2(Err-kl) + C 22(Eoo-k 2) + C23(Ezz-k3)
Uzz = C13(Err-kl) + C 23(Eoo-k 2) + C33(Ezz-k3)
(3)
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RELATION OF STRAIN TO
DISPLACEMENT
In cylindrical coordinates the strain tensor is given
by 9
where k b k 2, k 3 represent the thermal strains from
room temperature where they are zero to some other
operating temperature. For orientation if isotropic
symmetry had been evoked
C ll = C 22 = C 33 = X+2,u
C l2 = C l3 = C 23 = A
C44 =2,u, (4)
where A, ,u are the Lame constants related to
Young's modulus E and Poisson's ratio v
1 1 oU(j(j




LrroTo nrd(J + WE = Y37T2J~{_~(C4_b4)
s
+ [c+(c 3-b3)r;2] (c 3-b3)-b3(c-b)},
( 12)
where n is the outward normal at r = r s•
As in Fig. 1 b is the inner radius of the cylinder
containing the longitudinal current density Jz. The
outer radius of this region is c and rs is the inner
radius of the circular iron shield.
The energy per unit length contained within the
region bounded by the cylnder r = rs is
WB = ~1T2J6[ -~(c4-b4) + X(c 3-b 3)
-b 3(c-b)] . (emu) (11)
Finally one needs an integral containing the
Maxwell stress tensor t" which is defined such that its
divergence is the Lorentz force. The quantity
needed in the virial theorem to be invoked sub-
sequently is 12
DISPLACEMENT EQUATIONS




E ,u = E.(I+v) (I-2v)' 2(I+v)A=
SUMMARY OF MAGNETIC
QUANTITIES OF INTEREST
The variation of current density required to produce
a uniform field is given by
Jz = Jo cosO (7)
in the cylinder region assigned to current. Two
components of the Lorentz force give
under the functional limitations described in Eq. (2).





Finally from Eq. (6)
X ( Ur 1 aU8) 1 a-+--- + Y2C44 ---
r r ao r ao
( aU8 U8 1 aU8) 1X - --+-- + (C -C )-Ear r' r a0 13 23 r zz
- [(C ll -CI2 )k 1+ (C 1i-C22 )k2
1 -!
+ (CI3-C23)k3] r - JzB 8 = 0,
and
C44 (Y2 _a_ +~) ( oUo _ Uo +~ OUr )
ar r ar r r ao
( 17)
1
- (CI3-C23),Ezz + [(C ll -CI2 )k 1
1
+ (CI2-C22)k2 + (CI3-C23)k3]r' (20)
1 1·
Y2(Q~' + rQ~ -? Qo) = O. (21)
And, for the coefficients of the O-dependent terms
1 1
CllP~' + C ll r P~ - (C22+2C44)r2 P2
1 1
+ (2C I2 +C44 ) r Q~ - (2C 22+C44 )? Q2
1T .
= 3 J02( 4r-3X-b 3r- 2), (22)
1 1
Y2 C44Q~' + ~C44 r Q~ - (4C22+~C44)? Q2
1 1
- (2C I2+C44 ) r P~ - (2C22+C44 ) r2 P2
1T
= - 3 Jo2(2r-3X+b 3r-2). (23)
FORM OF SOLUTION
The Lorentz force excitation given in Eqs. (8-9)
indicates that the displacements in Eqs. (17-18)
must have the form
+ ~_a_ [C OUr
r ao 12 ar
+ JzBr = O.
+ C
n
( Ur +~ Ouo)~




Special solutions of Eqs. (20-21) related to a
dislocation13 (Qo ~ 0) are
C12-C22Po = Gr Qo= Gr. (24)
Cll -C22
The regular solutions of Eqs. (20-21) in which
Qo = 0 then become
Po = ArP + Br-P Qo = 0, (25)
P2 = Cr Q2 = DrS. (27)
Substituting these forms into Eqs. (22-23) gives
(CllS2_C22-2C44)C + [(2C I2 + C44 )S
- (2C22+C44 )]D = 0, (28)
[-(2C I2 +C44 )S - (2C22+C44 )]C
+ (~C44s2-4C22-~C44)D = O. (29)
Ur = Po(r) + P 2(r)cos20
U8 = Qo(r)O + Q2(r)sin20. (19)
Substituting these into Eqs. (17-18) and utilizing
Eqs. (8-9) gives for the coefficients of O-independ-
ent terms
1 1
CIIP~' + CllrP~ + C 12r Q~




Solutions of Eqs. (22-23) are of the form
(26)




(21) is zero, one may take Po = ArP, Qo = 0, where
p = q+2 and
(35)BA= 2 •ClIP -C22
Adding the contributions forq = 1" 0, -1, -2 gives
SI = S(+) S2 = -S(+) S3 = S(-) S4 = -S(-)
(31 )
Let
where s(+) is the solution of Eq. (30) using the
positive root and s(-) is the solution using the
negative root. From Eq. (29) the relation between
the coefficients may be taken as
~(S2k-1 )C44 -4C22
Ck = D k == YkDk.(2C I2+C44)Sk + 2C22+C44 (32)
+






Since each term of the right-hand side of Eq. (20)
has the form Bfl and since the right-hand side ofEq.
Each term of the right-hand side of Eqs. (22-23)
is of the form (f),-q which then admits solutions
of the form{£ ).r' wherep = q+2. Thus
(38)
The determinant of the coefficients is
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Inversion of Eq. (38) gives
(
C) ~(P2-1)C44-4C22 -(2C12+C44)P+2C22+C44)
D = (2C12+C44)P+2C22+C44 p2Cll-C22-2C44
E
F (40)
From Eqs. (22-23) one see that
q 1 0 -2














15 C44 ]Xr2 sin28
(43)
STRAIN
(C 11 -C12 )k 1+( C12-C22)k2+( C13-C23)k3
+ C ll -C22
+
+
The incremental strain is given by applying Eq. (6)
to Eqs. (42-43)
rrJJ [ 12r 6Xr]
L\srr = -3- 9C
ll
-C22 - 4C ll-C22
The particular solution may be thought of as an
incremental displacement to be added to the solu-
tion of the homogeneous equations. However, since
Ezz is an unknown this contribution of the particular
solution will be transferred to the homogeneous




!i.uo = 3!i.(3) [-18Cll +24C12+10C22
+ 20C44 ]r 3 sin28
(42)
+
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+
rrJo2 [24Cll -36C12 - 1.1 c44JArcos203~(2)
+
rrJ~
• 3/2 C44 b3r- 1cos2fJ, (45)3d(O)
+
rrJ~ [6Cll +6C12 - ~ C22] Ar sin 2fJ3~(2)
rrJ~
• 3/2 C22 b3r-1sin2fJ. (46)3~(O)
STRESS
The incremental stress is given by applying Eq. (3)
to Eqs. (44-46) except that Ezz is set to zero since its
contribution will be taken into the homogeneous
portion of the solution.
~ C13-C23 J- C23 - (C 12+C22 ) k 3Cll -C22
rrJi 2+ -- [-36C 11 C22+36C 12+ 60C12C44
3~(3)
+ 60C22C44] r 2 cos20
rrJ~ 2
+ -- [24C 11 C22-24C 12- 15C12C443~(2)
75 J rrJi
-2- C22C44 Ar cos20 + 3Ll(O)
3
rrJi 2
+ -- [36C 11 C22 -36C 12- 15C11 C443~(2)
75
- C12C44 ]Ar cos2fJ2 rrJ~
+ -- [-24C12C13+24C11C23
3~(2)














~(1,(J = rrJi [-1 8C 11 C 44 +12 C 12 C 443~(3)
(50)
C I3-C23 1Ezz + ~E(J(JO + [("I+2)CrSI -Cll -C22
+ ("2+ 2 )DrS2- I + ("3+ 2)ErS3 - I
s4- I
+ ("4+ 2)Fr + ~E(J(J2] cos2(), (54)
E,(J = {[~(sI-l)-"I]CrSI-I
+ [~(s2-1 )-"2]DrS2 - I
+ [~(s3-1)-"3]Ers3-I
+ [~(s4-1 )-"4]FrS4- I+ ~E,(J2} sin2(), (55)
U, = ArP + Br-P
COMPLETE SOLUTION
Collecting together the various partial solutions
U(J = Gr8 + (CrSI + DrS2 + ErS3 + FrS4 +
~U(J2) sin28, (52)
where ~E'rQ is the term independent of theta in Eq.
(44), ~E(J(JO is ther independent of theta in Eq.
(45), and ~E(J(J2' dE,(J2are coefficients of cos2() in
Eqs. (44-45) and of sin28 in Eq. (46).
Finally the complete expressions for stress follow
from Eq. (3)
CIIC12-C2I2 [ CI3-C23
+ G+ CI3 -Cll -C22 Cll -C22
X (C ll +Cd ] Ezz + !i.urrO
+ {[CllSI"I+CI2("I+2)]CrSI-I
where p is given by Eq. (26), ~urQ is the term
independent of theta in Eq. (42), ~U'2 is the
coefficient of cos28 in Eq. (42), and ~U(J2 is the
coefficient of sin28 in Eq. (43).
The complete expressions for strain follow from
Eq. (6)
S3- I
+ [CllS3"3+ C I2("3+ 2)]Er
S4- I
+ [C llS4"4+ C I2("4+ 2)]Fr
+ ~Urr2 }cos28,
U(J(J = (pCI2+'C22)ArP-I +( -pCI2+C22)Br-P-l
(56)





+ [Cl2S3'Y3+ C22( 'Y3+ 2) ]Er
+ [Cl2S4'Y4+C22('Y4+2)]FrS4-l
+ AUO(J2}cos2(J, (57)
O"zz =(PC13+C23 )ArP-1 + (-pC13+C23)Br-p-l









+ [Cl3S3'Y3+C23( 'Y3+2) ]Er





+ C44[~(S3- 1)-'Y3]ErS3 - l
+ C44[~(s4-1)-'Y4]Frs4-l + AUr(J2} sin20,
(59)
where AurrO' Auooo, ~uzzo are the theta-independent
contributions from Eqs. (47-49) and AUrr2' AU002'
AUzz2' AUr02 are the coefficients of the theta-
dependent contribution from Eqs. (47-50).
G is out of sequence only because pre-strain was the
last effect to be included.
Beam-line dipoles generally make structural use
of the inner bore tube, whereas the Doubler dipole
makes no structural use ofits vacuum chamber. The
Doubler case may be calculated from the beam-line
case by choosing sufficiently weak elastic constants
in the bore-tube region. .
Boundary conditions require the traction and
displacement to be continuous. One exception is
allowed however. The notion of a dislocation or
discontinuity in displacement13 is useful in char-
acterizing pre-strain. Thus in detail:
At r = a, the innermost boundary
dislocation
UJ+)(27T) - uJ+)(O) = aal. (61)
At r = b,
ur;+) - ur;-) = ure<+) - uri-) = 0, (62)
dislocation
uo(+)(27T) - uo(+)(O) = ba2' (63)
after deleting dislocation
u;+) - u;-) = uo(+) - uo(-) = O. (64)
Atr= c
ur;+) - ur;-) = uro(+) - uro(-) = 0, (65)
dislocation
uO(+)(27T) - uo(+)(O) = ca3, (66)
after deleting dislocation
u;+) - u;-) = uo(+) - uo(-) = O. (67)
At r = d, the outermost boundary
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
(68)
The complete solution for displacement, Eqs. (51-
52) describes a state of elasticity involving seven
unknowns in each region of interest. In the present
problem three regions are utilized as shown in Fig.
1. Region 1 is between r = a and r = b. Region 2 is
between r = b and r = c. Region 3 is between r = c
and r = d. Thus the unknowns are AIBIGICI
DIEIFIA2B2G2C2D2E2F2A3B3G3C3D3E3F3) and
Ezz which by assumption is common to all regions
making twenty-two unknowns in all. The coefficient
APPLICATION OF
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
There are twenty-one relations obtainable from
Eqs. (60-68). However, one global relation may be
obtained from the virial theorem thereby providing
as many conditions as unknowns. As regards nota-
tion all quantities in the general development will
92 s.c. SNOWDON
+ [c - C132-C232132
C1.12- C222
now have an additional subscript since it is neces-
sary to distinguish each region. This additional
subscript will be the last one, Le., Cl2l will refer to
the elastic constant C12 in region 1. Equation (60)




Pl-l .(PIClll+C121)Ala + (-PlClll + C I2I )
[C11IS11 YII +CI2I ("Y11 +2)]ClaS11 - 1
+ [C11IS21 Y 2I+C12I(Y21+2)]DlaS21-1
+ [C111S31Y31 +C121(Y31 +2)]E1aS31 -1
+ [C11 IS 41Y 41 + C 121(Y41 +2) ]F1aS4l-1
= -aUrr2(a+), (70)
C441 [h(s 11- 1)-Y 11] C 1aS11 -1
+ C441[~(S21-1 )-Y21]D 1a .l:11 - 1




2rrG l a = aa 1• (72)








[Cl12S12Y12+ C 122( Y12+2)] C2bs12-l
+ [Cl12S22Y22+ C 122(Y22+ 2 )]D2bs22-l
+ [Cl12S32Y32+ C 122(Y32+ 2 )]E2bs32-l
+ [C112S 42Y42+ C 122(Y42+ 2)]F2bs42-l
[C IllS 11 Y11 + C 121(y 11 +2)] C 1bs11 -1
[Cl11S2lY2l + C l21( Y2l +2) ]D1bs2l-1
[C C 2] bS3l-111lS3lY31+ l21(Y31+ ) E 1
[C IllS 4lY 41 + C 121( Y41 +2) ]F1bs41-1
=- ~urr2(b+) + ~urr2(b-), (74)
C442[~(S12-1)-Y12]C2bs12-1
C [ ] bS22-1+ 442 h(S22- 1)-Y22 D 2
+ C442 [h(s32- 1)-Y32]E2bs32-1
+ C442[~(S42-1)-Y42]F2bs42-l
C44l [~(S 11 -1 )-Y11] C1bsll-1
C441[~(S21-1 )-Y2tlD1bs21-l
C [ lL( 1) ]E bS3l - 1441 72 S 31 - - Y31 1
C [lL ] bS4l - 1441 72(S41- 1)-Y41· F 1
-~Ur82(b+) + ~Ur82(b-). (75)
Equation (63) gives
(76)
Equation (64) gives three relations





[C112S32Y32+ C 122(Y32+ 2 )]E2CS32-1
s42-1[C112S42Y42+ C 122(Y42+2) ]F2c
-dUrr2(C+) + aUrr2(C-), (81 )
(83)




+ C443 [h(s23- 1)-Y23]D3CS23-1
+ C443[h(S33-1)-Y33]E3Cs33-1
+ C443 [h(s43-1 )-Y43]F3CS43-1
C 442[h(s 12-1 )-YI2] C2CS12-1
C442[~(s22-1 )-Y22]D2CS22-1
C442[~(s32-1 )-Y32]E2CS32-1
- C442 [h(s42- 1)-Y42]F2CS42-1
Equation (67) gives three relations




C2bS12 + D 2bs22 + E 2bs32 + F 2b
s42
C1bsll - D 1bs21 - E 1bs31 - F 1b
s41
Equation (65) gives three relations
P3- 1(p3 C I13+ C I23)A 3c
-P3- 1+ (-P3 C I13+ C I23)B 3c
C132-C232 ]
+ C -C (CI12+CI22) Ezz
112 222
(84)
-durro(c T ) + dUrro(c-),
813- 1[C113S 13Y13+ C 123(Y 13+2)] IC3C
(80)
s23-
+ [C113S23Y23+ C 123(Y23+ 2 )]D3c .l
+ [C C 2] S33-1113S33Y33+ 123(Y33+ ).E3C
+ [C113S43Y43+ C123(Y43+ 2)]F3CS43-1
[C112S 12Y12+ C 122(YI2+ 2 )]C2CSI2-1




The left-hand side is equal to
(90)r=rs
fr "(" nrd()+ WE'
The last condition needed to provide as many
relations as unknowns may be obtained from the
virial theorem. Under the restrictions assumed in
Eq. (2) this theorem of the mean stress becomes7
The double integral is throughout the cross section
of material under stress. Clearly only theta-
independent terms in the stresses survive the in-
tegration. The left-hand side may be evaluated using
Eqs. (47-49) and Eqs. (56-58), while the right-
hand side may be evaluated using Eq. (12). How-
ever, in order to have unknowns on the left-hand side
and knowns on the right-hand side transfer all
excitation and thermal strain dependent contri-
butions to the right-hand side. Hence the left-hand
side (AIBIGIA2B2G03B3G3Ezz) will equal the right-
hand side (kllk21k31Jok12k22k32kI3k23 k 33 ) .
(87)
(88)
[C113S 13"113+ C I23 (-"I13 +2)] C3ds13-1
[CI13S23"123+ C 123("123+ 2 )]D3ds23-1
[CI13S33"133+ C123("I33+2)E3ds33-1
[C 113S43"143+ C123("143+ 2 )]F3ds43-1
-C443[~(S 13-1 )-"113] C3ds13-1
C443[~(S23-1 )-"12'3]D3ds23-1




2rr[Pl(Clll+C121+C131)+CI21+C221+C231]Al-+- (b -a )
1 PI
+ 1T 2(C1l1 C 221 -C2121)-CI31(CI2I-C221)-C231(CI2J-ClIJ) G
J
(b 2-a 2 )
CIII-C221
+
1 1+P2 1+P22rr[p2( ClI2+C122+C132)+C122+C222+C232]A2-- (c -b )
1+p2
STRESSES IN WARM IRON SUPERCONDUCTING DIPOLES
1 I-P2 I-P2
21T[-P2(CI12+CI22+CI32)+CI22+C222+C232]B2 -1-- (e -b )
-P2





21T[ -P3( CI13+C123+CI33)+C123+C223+C233]B3-- (d -e )
I-p3
2( C113C223 - C 2123 ) - C133( C123- C 223 )-C 233 (C123- C 113) 2+ 1T G3(d -e2 )
C113-C223
C133-C233
+ 1T[ C133+C233+C333- (C113+ 2C 123+ C 223+ C 133+ C233)]Ezz(d2-e2), (91)
C113-C223






+ 1r 2( Cl13C223-C2123)-CI33( C l23-Cm )-C233( C123- C l13)
C1l3-C223
NUMERICAL RESULTS
Twenty-two algebraic relations resulting from the
boundary conditions, pre-strain conditions, and the
virial theorem have been given in Eqs. (69-92).
These relations are used to obtain the twenty-two
unknowns A IB I ... etc. Hence the displacement,
strain, and stress may be found at any point in the
structure of the dipole model. For compactness in
presentation, however, only the values at r = a,
r= b, r= c, and r= d are given for a few angles. It is
usually clear whether a quantity is stress or strain.
Otherwise R is radial, T is theta or azimuthal, Z is
axial or longitudinal. To indicate the side of a point,
P is used for positive and M for negative. Thus, for
example, RTBP indicates the (r,(}) component at
the positive side of the point r = b.
In order to enter the elastic constants used in Eq.
(3) it seems preferable to utilize Young's modulus
and Poisson's ratio for each axis. The compliance
[S] rather than the stiffness [C] is easily expressed in
terms of these more familiar constants. Thus6
1 V I2 Vl3 0
Ell Ell Ell
VI2 1 V23[S] = Ell 0E22 E22
VI3 V23 1 0







Ell E 22 E 22 E33 E33 Ell
(94)
To represent the Doubler choose
Conductor Collar
E 11(psi) 4.000XI06 30.000XI06
E 22(psi) 0.500XI06 29.999XI06





These constants were suggested by the work of
Weston,14 modifications being made as seemed
appropriate keeping in mind that no Poisson's ratio
was to exceed 0.5 and all roots ofEq. (30) were to be
real. For the collar the desire was to have elastic
constants representative of a structure laminated in
the longitudinal direction. Thus E 33 was chosen
much less than Ell or E 22 • Note however that E 22
was chosen somewhat smaller than Ell in order to
avoid a numerical problem that is evident in Eq.
(36), for example, if Cll were to equal C22• Inversion
of the matrix [S] of Eq. (93) will give the [C] matrix
used in Eq. (3).
The state of elasticity is presented in two runs. In
the first run (Fig. 2), the structure is pre-strained and
cooled down with the magnetic field off. In the
second run (Fig. 3), the structure is pre-strained and
cooled down with the magnetic field on. Note for
instance the longitudinal expansion of the structure
by ~Ezz = 0.000255 or 0.064 in/252 in. Fur-
thermore, pre-strain brought about by assembling
the structure on conductors that are azimuthally
oversize by 65 mrad or 0.030 in/quadrant is suf-
ficient to permit the conductor region to remain
comfortably in compression after the magnetic field
is turned on.
The change in displacement caused by turning on
the magnetic field is:
at r = b+
~Ur = 0.0002 + 0.0027 cos 20 (in.)
~u(J = -0.0029 sin20 (in.)
(95)












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































a· :0: -0. -0. -u. -0. RRA
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